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8 Compensation Design 
 

Your Most Powerful Accountability Structure 
 
People behave the way they are paid. Compensation can take the form of financial or non-
financial rewards such as emotional satisfaction or an increased inner sense of wellness. 
However, here the focus is financial. Before I came to Hospice, I worked for a company that 
specialized in compensation systems. In my first Hospice CFO experience, we implemented a 
performance-based compensation system for clinical staff (The reason we didn’t do it for non-
clinical and Leadership is because we didn’t know how to do it well at that time). The result 
was a 100% increase in productivity for all disciplines (except Spiritual Care – only a 50% 
increase) and a 100% increase in the timeliness and quality of documentation. I’ve seen 
similar results at ANY Hospice that has a well-thought-through, SIMPLE performance 
compensation system. I have implemented compensation systems in different settings and 
have increased performance as much as 400%. Complicated, stingy or infrequent systems 
don’t work well. Compensation is the fastest way out of financial trouble and the fastest way to 
create a healthy Hospice culture. Why not let every paycheck become an automatic report 
card? 
 
Compensation is a tool that many organizations fear. Why? Because it works. It works in that 
people and organizations change behavior based on how they are paid. When Medicare 
changes how Hospices are paid, does everyone keep doing things the same way and not 
comply? Of course not. Hospices react almost immediately. Human behavior is greatly 
influenced by compensation in all of its forms. The statement, 
 

People behave the way they are paid 
 
is one of the most fundamental truths known by humankind. It takes us back to our survival 
instincts that have been created over a LONG period of time. We are automatically wired to 
“get paid” or benefit from our efforts. Almost every human activity is focused on the payoff (a 
key point when establishing habits).  
 
Of course, compensation is not the most important reason or motivational force in our work, or 
at least it should not be. However, it is a major consideration for all of us as money does 
impact so many aspects of how we live and how we spend our time. The phrase “incentive 
compensation” itself is a bit stupid as ALL compensation is used to incentivize people. This is 
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why we use the phrase “performance compensation.” So, if performance compensation works, 
is seems to make sense to get beyond our fear of it and learn to use it! Be positive about it! 
[There is an MVI audio CD devoted to this specific subject called Compensation & the Model 
which may be helpful.] 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Also, let me add this comment. Tying compensation to Model performance will supercharge its 
implementation and impact. In fact, if I am working with a Hospice that is facing bankruptcy, 
performance compensation is one of my first moves because it is so devastatingly effective.   
 
If we could create an ideal organization in terms of the relationship of revenues and expense, it 
might look like the latter graph in this illustration.  
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When one examines the cost composition of a typical Hospice as a percentage of Net Patient 
Revenue, approximately 63% of Hospice costs are related to labor (Direct 41% and Indirect 
22%) and Patient-Related accounts for 18%, for a total of 81% of total costs. So 81% of a 
Hospice’s costs can be tied to census volume. Ideally, it would seem to be a good idea to 
engineer and structure costs that vary with fluctuations of patient census/revenue. This can 
only be accomplished through structuring labor costs as variable. This would be a structure 
that would well serve a Hospice in the future facing rapid changes. 
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Key Ideas: 
 
There are a couple of key overall ideas regarding compensation that we should consider. They 
are:   
 

 Leaders and staff should be stakeholders. We want owners and not renters. 
 Confidence in the organization, as well as self-confidence, needs to be high. You want 

people with enough confidence in the organization and their own abilities that they are 
willing to bet on themselves and the organization.  

 
In our respective organizations, it is highly desirable for everyone working at the Hospice to 
view and feel that they are stakeholders and owners of the Hospice. There is a big difference 
in the care with which we conduct our activities when we feel that it’s “our” company. People 
with pride of ownership notice stains on the carpeting and if something needs to be fixed. You 
want owners rather than renters.  
 
In addition, you want confident people in all areas of the Hospice. It is perhaps the most 
important result of a successful Model implementation. Confidence will be transmitted through 
Leaders via the principle of replication. Therefore, Leaders need to be very confident.  
 
These statements should be pondered: 
 

Confident people render confident service. 
Unconfident people render unconfident service. 

 
The fact is, people can’t give what they don’t have. You can’t get $1,000,000 from a person 
that doesn’t have it. A loveless person can’t give much love. You get the idea. The same holds 
true with confidence. Unconfident people will NEVER provide confident service. This hits home 
in Hospiceland because unconfident clinicians will NEVER render a satisfactory or confident 
patient/family experience. People can’t give what they don’t have.  
 
The fact that we measure confidence in our FEHC scores (a very disliked measurement by 
unconfident Hospices) further demonstrates the importance of confidence. LACK OF 
CONFIDENCE induces PAIN and SUFFERING in patients and families. Therefore, our 
Hospices can’t have unconfident people, period. This point has been stressed in most Model 
workbooks and media, but it is especially applicable in the context of performance 
compensation.  
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Use Compensation as a Tool to Find People with Confidence and to Smoke 
out People who Lack Confidence 
 
The role of confidence has been discussed numerous times and is a major benefit of 
implementing and using a Model approach to Hospice management. However, most Hospices 
that “do the Model” don’t have the guts to address compensation. A Hospice should be highly 
confident in what it does if everyone understands the Model and if your Model is believed to be 
executed near-flawlessly. Since confidence is such an important attribute of Leadership, why 
not use performance compensation to determine if your Leaders are confident? 
 
By tying compensation to performance, you find out if people are willing to 

bet on themselves and the organization. 
 
With this move, you immediately find out if Leaders have confidence in their own abilities to 
meet their objectives as well as the organization’s objectives. This move will “smoke out” 
unconfident Leaders. 
 
Use Compensation to Attract and Retain Completely Committed People 
that Believe in Creating an Extraordinary Experience 
 
Completely committed people is what we desire at our Hospices. How do you get truly 
committed people? By casting a captivating vision, by leading with a powerful example and 
there are probably many other things. However, compensation commits people. It is why an 
employee shows up more consistently for work than perhaps volunteers (sadly, this isn’t 
always the case!). This is why FP Hospices are more creative and astute in managing their 
Hospices. It is their livelihood. Their home was used as collateral for the business. Their 
money is on the table. Giving your team skin in the game commits them. Skin in the game is a 
nearly automatic financial and emotional stake in the organization. Since money is highly 
emotional, it does both. 
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Individual, Team and Organizational 
Compensation within the Model 
 
The Model lends itself beautifully to performance compensation for Individual, Team as well 
as overall Organizational performance simultaneously… so three levels of compensation are 
combined in an ideal situation. This multi-dimensional approach is important as you don’t want 
to foster silos nor do you want hard-working and high achievers to go unrewarded. You can 
have all three levels working for you. 
 
We pay people for the performance of a function needed or desired by the organization. There 
are two essential questions that are linked to functional performance: 
 

1. Is the cost of the fulfillment of the function acceptable? [Cost] 
2. Is the function being done well? [Quality] 

 
For performance compensation to be paid out, the financial performance Standard has to be 
met FIRST. If there is no gain, there is nothing to pay out. The first question is answered by the 
Model very effectively, especially for Managers. Your Hospice’s monthly benchmarking shows 
the financial performance of each area of your Hospice, expressed as a percentage of NPR 
(Net Patient Revenue). These NPR%s would then be compared to your Model or the MVI 
Model.  ANYTHING that exceeds the Standard is unacceptable. A performance compensation 
structure will be discussed in a subsequent section that is constructed around these ideas.  
 
The second question involves a Hospice setting clear and well-defined performance/quality 
expectations for each functional area. Most Hospices already have “something” established in 
the area of quality. If not, I’d say there is a problem. The quality measures that are already 
established can stay intact when the Model is implemented, unless they are too complicated or 
are weak. The Model or performance compensation does not change these Quality Standards. 
However, if quality/performance measures need to be bolstered, then this needs to be done 
regardless of whether you’re using the Model or not.  The question of whether a function is 
being performed well can become quite involved and MVI has suggestions. If functions or the 
basis for functional evaluation is not established at your Hospice, we advise that you do so as 
soon as practical.  
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SuperPay! The 5-Ways-to-Get-Paid Approach to 
Performance Compensation  
 
In the SuperPay! or 5-Ways-to-Get-Paid approach to compensation, a person gets paid on an 
Individual, Team and Organization basis. The 5 ways are: 
 

1. Position Pay - Salary or Hourly Rate which includes   
a. Base Pay (90%) – Semi-Monthly 
b. Standards Pay (10%) – Semi-Monthly 

2. Individual Pay – Semi-Monthly 
3. Team Pay – Monthly  (Based on Savings) 
4. Organizational Pay – Quarterly (Based on Savings) 

 

 
 

 
This methodology can be applied to clinical teams as well as to Indirect areas such as 
Finance, HR and IT.  
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Reduced to a spreadsheet, it would look something like this: 
 

 
 

Position Pay 
 
Position Pay is compensation for a position in an organization. It is the combination of Base 
Pay and Standards Pay which are discussed below. 
 

Base Pay 
 
Base Pay is similar the pay in a traditional Compensation System. It is usually either a salary 
or an hourly rate. It is used in this system to help get people past the “fear barrier” by providing 
them something that is very familiar. Care should be given NOT to set Base Pay at 
comfortable levels or you will rob the other pay categories of their power.  
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Standards Pay 
 
Standards Pay is one of the most revolutionary concepts in compensation practice. We expect 
you to receive 100% of your Standards Pay. After all, we are only asking that you do your job. 
We aren’t asking anything unreasonable or outrageous. There are no goals or stretches with 
Standards Pay! Standards Pay should be taxed as regular pay and not as bonus pay.  
 

NOTE: Up to 75% of the 
value of a performance pay 
system will come, not from 
increased pay, but rather 

from Standards Pay!!! 
 
This is one of your most EFFECTIVE pay components. It is rarely used, but is wildly powerful. 
The thought of not receiving a mere 10% of a regular paycheck for just “doing your job” will 
motive people to action. It is not a reduction or taking away pay. There are legal 
implications with “taking away” people’s pay, so the wording and communication of Standards 
Pay is important. It must not be presented or communicated as a dig, ding, reduction, take 
away, removal, deduction, etc. It is rather “a bonus or extra pay we expect you to receive every 
pay cycle for just doing your job!”  The 10% Standards Pay is a big motivator! Most people can 
handle a little less in their paycheck for a week or two. This is not the main reason Standards 
Pay works. Rather it is the thought of failure...a slight rejection from the group. Standards Pay 
impacts self-concept and how a person FEELs emotionally about him or herself. Standards 
Pay involves pain. And humans LEARN from pain, perhaps more so than from pleasure or 
gain. I know the idea of using pain is a difficult concept for most people as it flies in the face of 
mainstream ideas about management and being a caring person. Yet, most of us can 
personally testify that we learn more from our painful life experiences than our positive ones. 
We want to avoid pain almost at all costs. We would often forsake the potential for tremendous 
gains if our present comfort is threaten. Pain is a motivator. People will do most anything to 
avoid or relieve pain. Standards Pay is a method of recognizing how human beings behave in 
reality and structuring a system to flow with this reality.   
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Eliminate the Need for Annual Evaluations  
 
If Standards Pay is employed there is no real need for annual evaluations. The fact that a 
person is still employed at your organization means that they are doing their jobs to Standard. 
Their pay checks tell them if they are in Standard or not as your systems would detect any 
deviation from Standard in all important areas such as documentation, productivity and quality. 

Remove 3 HUGE Duties from Clinical Managers!  
 
There are 3 duties that can be removed from Clinical Managers with a Compensation System 
linked to Standards. They are the need to: 
 

 Monitor Documentation 
 Monitor Productivity 
 Annual Evaluations 

 
All 3 of these things can be eliminated! It is almost hard to believe! The question that comes to 
most people’s mind is “If the Manager isn’t doing these things, who is?” The answer is, “Your 
systems!” Part of the design of a great Compensation System is that all supporting systems 
are “sensitized” to detect any deviation from Standard. You want your systems to do the work 
for you. This includes getting rid of negative aspects of Management.  
 
The purpose of removing these duties is to free up time to do the 1st Duty of a Manager, the 
duty to teach as all quality comes from the quality of our people. The Extraordinary Manager 
will devote most of his or her time to teaching. Therefore, we design structures and systems in 
the Model that remove common and often unpleasant tasks of management and work where 
possible.  
 

Sensitize Your Systems 
 
As part of the Compensation System, several Indirect and Supportive areas will change the 
way they operate. There are really only 3 things that will be monitored and apply to all clinical 
disciplines in all areas. They are 1) Documentation, 2) Productivity and 3) Quality. If you can’t 
get the Quality component, you can do it with only the first two! However, normally there is 
something in the EMR that be pulled in report form that can easily indicate Quality.  
 
Compliance/QA – Compliance samples charts on a weekly basis to a 90% statistical 
confidence interval. This is a surprising small number of charts. It randomly picks charts like an 
auditor would and reviews it. If ANY element of the chart is not to Standard: 
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4. A checkmark is placed on a simple manual employee list, denoting a deviation from a 
Standard. This will be turned into Payroll before the next payroll run. 

5. A Standardized email is sent to the individual with a link to the Documentation Self-
Learning Module and the Manager is copied on the email. The clinician has 1 day to 
complete the self-learning module. The Manager at this point has awareness of an area 
to teach and coach providing an opportunity for “ride-a-longs” or other teaching.   

6. Standards Pay is not paid. This is structured as a bonus of 10%, a bonus that is paid for 
simply doing one’s job with no stretch or goals.  

 
For this sequence to happen, ideal charts must be created for the most prevalent diagnosis 
groups.  
 
IT – Creates or modifies output reports from the EMR for 1) Productivity and 2) Quality, which 
could be Average Pain Scores, satisfaction scores or any other indication of satisfaction with 
services. They key is that it must be EASY to access in the EMR.  An “exception report” is 
recommended that isolates only clinicians that are not at Standard in Productivity or Quality. 
These reports would be run by Payroll immediately before a payroll run. Any person that is 
below Standard: 
 

4. A checkmark would be put next to the employee’s name.  
5. A Standardized email is sent to the individual with a link to the Productivity or Standards 

Self-Learning Module and the Manager is copied on the email. The clinician has 1 day 
to complete the self-learning module. The Manager at this point has awareness of an 
area to teach and coach providing an opportunity for “ride-a-longs” or other teaching.   

6. Standards Pay is not paid. This is structured as a bonus of 10%, a bonus that is paid for 
simply doing one’s job with no stretch or goals.  

 
Finance – Finance is involved with the calculation of payouts based on “Savings” from 
performance that is LESS than Team or Department Standard of Net Patient Revenue (NPR). 
This calculation normally comes from the MVI Comprehensive and Team/Location Reports. 
Finance must denominate this “Savings” difference in dollars, where it is distributed in the 
established proportions to the Manager and on an FTE basis. This is why the NPR Standards 
are not “ratcheted” down too tight. Many think that the 38% Direct Labor or 17% Patient-
Related amounts are difficult. The truth is that the 38% is only 3% less than the median 
Hospice! And the 17% is only 1.5% less than the median! These means that with a little effort 
and the adoption of a few “best known practices,” a Hospice Clinical Manager can 
MASSIVELY outperform the MVI Model! Direct Labor can be driven down to 32%! And by just 
using Wise Hospice Options (Grant F.) Patient-Relateds can drop to 14%! This opens up 
tremendous bonuses based on SAVINGS! There are no other words to describe it! These 
savings are calculated and bonuses are cut out on a monthly basis after the financial reports 
are run (which should be by the 3rd week of the month).  It is literally that simple! The discipline 
that is involved is DON’T GET GREEDY! Even though you know that Clinical Managers can 
beat the Model, don’t change it! Settle for the CUMULATIVE 14%!   
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Payroll – Before a payroll run, the person (as it only takes ONE person for even thousands of 
employees) reviews the lists and reports. Anyone with a check, the Standard Pay is not given. 
It is that simple… 
 
This small disappointment in Self…does the work for the organization. The denial of Standards 
Pay (a bonus for just “doing your job”) is not enough to materially impact a person’s Life…but it 
may be enough to rethink Starbucks the next week! The impact is normally an EMOTIONAL 
impact as we all want to FEEL we are doing our job! The slightest idea we are somehow 
“isolated” or “let down” the group, even for a brief period, is enough to motivate most people to 
do the Standards of the organization! Standards Pay is a form of pain…and there is HIGH 
value in pain. It is a slight pinch that helps our organizations become WORLD-CLASS!  It is 
Accountability! A trait of all top-rung organizations! And it requires little expenditure of Energy!  

The Reduction of Indirect Costs 
 
Many Indirect costs are the result of “hiring people to make sure clinicians do their jobs.” This 
is a waste of resources. If Standards Pay is in place, an organization simply does not need a 
lot of FTEs as everyone is doing their jobs! Thus, Indirect Salaries plummet. They can shrink 
as low as 15% instead of the typical 22-23% for median Hospice! This is HUGE! Then imagine 
that 7-8% of NPR being distributed to the Indirect staff as well as front-line clinical staff! All of 
this is enabled by the use of Standards Pay and people actually just doing the basics of their 
jobs!   
 

Why Such Emphasis on Documentation? 
 
Documentation is the basis for any Hospice to have a claim of being an interdisciplinary team. 
It is the ONLY practical way to orchestrate a coherent, integrated care experience. We would 
document even if we didn’t receive a dime from Medicare as we are not telepathic (Although 
this may be debatable on some level!).  
 

1. The first reason we document the way we do is BECAUSE WE CARE enough for 
patients and families as well as our co-workers, as each clinician is dependent upon 
each other. Each clinician needs to be able to depend upon the other as a true 
interdisciplinary team. A team based upon mutual reliance.  

2. The second reason we document is because it is the way we are paid! However, the 
former reason is the most significant as it is based in LOVE and COMPASSION, but the 
latter is important as the mission and capacity to LOVE in this way is compromised if 
funding is compromised… 
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Team Pay 
 
Team Pay is one of the most powerful aspects of this approach to compensation. It gets all 
Managers in the game! This move alone can change a Hospice culture without doing anything 
else! So it is a good place to start the discussion since the methodology employed is the 
primary driver of the system. Here is how it would work for any team or area of the Hospice 
from clinical teams to HR and IT. We will use a clinical team as an example: 
 
This is a little small, but hopefully you can see how this works. 
 
 

 
 

In this example we have Clinical Team D. The Model for a clinical team is a contribution 
margin of 56% of NPR. The team was able to beat the Model by 2%, which results in a savings 
of $20,000 for the month. In this case, 50% ($10,000) of the savings would be kept by the 
Hospice. The remaining 50% ($10,000) would distributed to the team with 50% ($5,000) going 
to the Clinical Leader and 50% ($5,000) being disturbed by FTE to the members of the team. 
So if there were 5 FTEs, then each would receive a check for $1,000 for the month in addition 
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to their regular pay. However, if the Quality Standards were not met, then ANY performance 
compensation would be revoked.   

An Indirect Example – A Finance Team 
 
Let’s say the Finance Team Model percentage is 2.25% of NPR (Net Patient Revenue) at your 
Hospice. Suppose that the Finance Team actually performed at 2% of NPR for a month 
resulting in a savings to the Hospice of $10,000. In this case, we would recommend that 50% 
of the savings ($5,000) is kept by the Hospice. The remaining 50% of the savings ($5,000) 
would be given to the CFO and the Finance team with $2,500 going to the CFO and the 
remaining $2,500 being distributed evenly to the other four FTEs in finance area. This 
compensation is IN ADDITION to their regular pay! Let’s look at another example and take it 
farther: 

 
 
In this example, Clinical Team A beat the Model by 2% of NPR. The Model contribution margin 
was set at 50% and the team performed at 48% of NPR. 2% converted to dollars is $3,856. 
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Thus, $3,856 is divided between the Hospice and the team, each receiving 50%. Both the 
team and the Hospice receive $1,923 (50%). In this case, the Clinical Leader would receive a 
check (in addition to regular pay) for $962. The remaining $962 would be distributed by FTE to 
the team members.  
 
In the prior examples, the team portion is split 50/50 between the Clinical Leader (or area 
leader) and the team members. This is an example of Team compensation, though it is also 
the Leader’s individual performance pay as the leader’s performance is based on the team’s 
performance. The 50/50 split is an arbitrary determination. It could be 70/30, 60/40 or whatever 
your Hospice wants. However, it must be perceived as fair, it must be sustainable over the 
long-term, work must be done that meets or exceeds the Quality Standards and it has to be 
“enough” to motivate. 

Overall/Company Organizational Pay 
 
Now let’s apply the same principle to compensation for the Overall Organization.  
 

 
 
 
Let’s add an element for overall Organizational performance. Let’s say the Hospice as a whole 
beats the Model by 3% and it represents a savings of $150,000 for the quarter (Usually 
organization performance pay would be distributed every quarter – annually is too long!) Using 
the same methodology, 50% of the savings would remain with the Hospice ($75,000). The 
remaining 50% ($75,000) would be distributed among the staff according to the number of 
FTEs. In this case, if there were 100 employees, simply divide the $75,000 by the number of 
employees. Each FTE would receive a check for $750 (less taxes and other deductions of 
course). So every full-time Nurse, Hospice Aide, SW, IT person, Finance person as well as the 
CEO and other Managers would receive a check for the quarter for $750.00. For some people, 
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this might mean more to than others. For many Hospice Aides and others, it would be a much 
welcomed addition. Heck, it would be nice for anyone!   
 
We have had situations where Organizational Pay has been consciously omitted. In the case 
with some For-Profit situations where some shareholders or owners have different ideas or 
commitments or need “room” for significant shareholder changes, it might be fine to leave this 
pay category out.  If an organization (NFP or FP) faces circumstances that are quite uncertain 
(extraordinary and non-reoccurring items) where the company will have large or material 
payouts, a company might not choose to have Organizational Pay. We think Organizational 
Pay is a good idea, even with such events as pay is a communication tool of the overall health 
of the company.   

What about when Census goes Down? 
 
You may be thinking, “This all sounds good when census is high as it makes hitting the NPR 
percentages easier, but what about when census decreases?” Is the performance pay system 
going to penalize me in the same proportion?  Here’s our advice (this is where the Base and 
Flex components of Individual Pay come into play for Managers): 
 
If an area is less than the Model NPR percentage (even .01%), the Manager (and only the 
Manager of the area would not receive his or her Standards Pay (normally 10% of Position 
Pay). Others in the department would not be impacted other than not receiving the Team 
Pay component. This slight pinch automatically sensitizes the Manager that there is a 
financial problem. In this case, the “system” is working for you, sending the message that the 
Manager is “out of the Model.”  
  
This approach can be used for a clinical team as well as for any Indirect area. If the Blue Team 
beats the Model and the Red Team doesn’t, then the only the Blue Team gets its Team Pay. If 
both teams beat the Model, both receive their Team Pay. In fact, when using this type of 
approach, EVERY area could hit their marks and it would still result in overall savings for the 
Hospice! Many bonus plans almost bankrupt companies if everyone hits their marks (In fact, 
they count on everyone NOT hitting their targets). Because this is based on savings, we want 
every department to be within the Model. Also, if the 50/50 split is too rich for you or is not 
enough, adjust it. Remember that you are always dealing with savings or beating the Model. I 
would advise that you not go beyond a 30/70 split with 30% of the savings remaining with the 
Hospice.  
 
You may argue with this example methodologythat Marketing and Admissions has more to do 
with achieving NPR percentages than a Manager of a Team or area. The truth is that BOTH 
impact NPR percentages!  A Manager is responsible for the costs that he or she can control 
within his or her respective department. This is internal and is the responsibility of the leader of 
the area. They are paid to manage, right? An area is also impacted by external forces and the 
Manager has to adjust for that reality as well. So it is both internal and external. ALL Managers 
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should be acutely concerned with census and have a mindset of improving it. EVERYONE IS 
RESPONSIBLE FOR CENSUS. In this system, perhaps we will be more motivated to give 
marketing and outreach a hand? 
 
Too many times in a Hospice, census decreases and people sit around and complain. This can 
go on for months. The low census can even be welcomed by staff members. In fact, they get 
used to low caseloads and after a few months of low census Managers begin to say, “I think I’ll 
knock off at 3:30 today… not much happening here.” This is dangerous thinking! Then when 
census finally starts to climb, people will complain that they are “overworked” even if the 
census is just increasing back to normal levels. Why does this happen? Because the 
Managers are not personally and immediately impacted by the decreased census. 
Managers need to FEEL the sting of low census… they also need to be rewarded when 
they are working hard during times of growth. Everyone needs to FEEL the sting of low 
census and the more immediate the sting is, the more rapidly the organization will respond. 
You might say that all staff members should FEEL the pain of low census and not just the 
Managers. Perhaps. But I see low census as a Management problem.   
 
This heightened sensitivity to census or cost problems can be analogized to the human body, 
a highly integrated system. When pain is felt, it immediately causes a reaction and sends 
signals that there is a problem along with the compulsion to alleviate the problem/pain… as 
soon as possible. This methodology does a similar thing organizationally. When there is an 
injury or problem, the rest of the body is alerted via the nervous system. Money is the nervous 
system of your Hospice. As a CEO, you don’t have to spend Energy putting out a memo or 
holding a meeting about the low census. Everyone knows it! The structure saves you the 
effort… and the structure will rescue you as well! By directly linking compensation in this way, 
the collective consciousness of growth and profitability is automatically increased on an 
individual and team level and an overall organizational level. The organization really becomes 
a much healthier, unified system. Again, just as the human body works as a unified whole and 
is impacted by what happens to each part of the body, a similar thing happens to each part of 
the Hospice as well.    
 

Is Marketing in the “Hot Seat?” 
 
The “hot seat” in this type of Compensation System would normally be perceived as the 
Manager of Marketing. However, this is too narrow of a view. There are many players including 
the Manager of Admissions, Education (especially Documentation Education), the head of the 
UR committee, Team Managers, etc. Marketing is everyone’s job, but the Manager of 
Marketing is supposed to be the expert.  
 
What if Marketing needs more resources which would likely increase Net Patient Revenue? 
Whenever the Model needs to be changed, it is a decision that needs to be pondered. The 
CEO is always the Gatekeeper of the Model and must make the final decision regarding 
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Resource Allocation. If one area is increased, another has to be decreased or the profit level 
will be reduced. If overall NPR would increase as a result, most Managers are going to say 
“yes” to the request for more resources for Marketing! 
 

Individual Pay 
 
Individual compensation can be more complicated. And we know that complicated doesn’t 
work well, if at all. Clinical disciplines are the easiest to apply performance compensation to 
since they perform similar tasks. Supporting areas are more difficult because you have many 
people doing different tasks. However, if you think enough of a function to pay money for the 
position, then certainly Standards for the position should be created.  
 

Individual Clinical Pay 
 
Clinicians are normally paid a salary or an hourly rate. Some Hospices can start the 
implementation of their performance Compensation System without changing what clinicians 
are already making and the individual performance aspects are treated more like a bonus or 
additional pay. However, if current salaries and wages are too high, then adjustments must be 
made. This is a difficult thing to do. It is ultimately about ROI. If you are going to pay a super 
wage, then you better be getting super results!  
 
The basic measurements of productivity for clinicians are (1) Caseloads and (2) Visits. A 
Hospice can use either or both (we will discuss the quality measures later). Both of these 
involve patients and families ultimately and they give rise to the question, “What are patients 
and families actually receiving?” Can we Base Pay on this?   
 
Clinician compensation can be done a number of ways. Going into many of these methods is 
beyond the scope of this program and is better addressed in the Compensation & the Model 
Program.  But here are a few general methods. These titles aren’t fancy, but you can get an 
idea of the variety that can be used!  
 

1. Salary or Hourly – Business as usual in Hospice. This will produce the SAME results we 
are now achieving.  

2. Base Pay (with a Flex component) – This adds a great deal of muscle to Accountability 
as 100% of the Standards must be met to receive the Flex component.  

3. Base Pay (with a Flex component) and a set amount if the Excellent threshold is met. 
Example: $150 if the Excellent threshold is equaled or exceeded. This takes a bit of the 
sting out of working harder, especially when census in down. 

4. Base Pay (with a Flex component) and an amount for each patient served while 
maintaining the Standard average number of visits per patient. This flexes well with 
upward shifts in census.  
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5. Average Visits Per Patient Per Week/Average Caseload – This method is simple and 
holds a great deal of promise as compensation is directly related to performance and 
quality. This ideally fluctuates with patient volume.  

6. ABC: Activity-Based Compensation – In this system, every activity has a compensation 
rate from routine visits to meetings. It is the first one I used at my first Hospice.   

7. Pay per Visit – This incentivizes visits and not caseloads.  
8. Average Caseload – This incentives larger caseloads, but are patients being seen?  
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Clinical Performance Pay

Per-Visit System - RN

Weekly Visits 20 22 24 26
Rate 60.00     

Semi Pay Minimum Compensation
Base Monthly Period

-         48 -         1,200.00     1,320.00       1,440.00     1,560.00      

Individual Pay 57,600.00    63,360.00     69,120.00   74,880.00    
Position Pay -             -               -             -              
Total Compensation 57,600.00    63,360.00     69,120.00   74,880.00    

* Note: If performance or behavior is non-standard, a 10% Dig is deducted from the pay period.
** Note: IDT and other care coordination activities are included.

Direct Cost Per Visit 60.00          60.00           60.00          60.00           

Average Visits Per Patient Per Week

Average Caseload 10 12 14 16
Rate 120.00    

Semi Pay Minimum Compensation
Base Monthly Period

-         48 -         1,200.00     1,440.00       1,680.00     1,920.00      

Individual Pay 57,600.00    69,120.00     80,640.00   92,160.00    
Position Pay -             -               -             -              
Total Compensation 57,600.00    69,120.00     80,640.00   92,160.00    

* Note: If performance or behavior is non-standard, a 10% Dig is deducted from the pay period.
** Note: IDT and other care coordination activities are included.

Min 1.2
Max 1.8

Direct Cost Per Visit Min 100.00        100.00         100.00        100.00         
Direct Cost Per Visit Max 66.67          66.67           66.67          66.67           
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I favor methods #4 and #5. Here is how it would be applied which would utilize a number of 
question/results as payroll is being processed. Here is #4.  
 
Step #1 – Has the Documentation Standard been met?  
 
Step #2 – Is the Average Caseload of the clinician at Standard? 
 
Step #3 – Has the Average Weekly Visits Per Patient Standard been met? 
 
Step #4 – Are Pain Scores at Standard?  
 
This may sound like a lot of steps, but this can be systematized to a great extent. Again, if 
mastering people management is the core of Hospice management, then, to me, it is worth the 
effort.  
 
Method #5 is a pure performance system. It removes the base and calculates the Average 
Caseload and then the following questions are applied: 
 
Step #1 – Has the Documentation Standard been met?  
 
Step #2 – Has the Average Weekly Visits Per Patient Standard been met? 
 
Step #3 – Are Pain Scores at Standard?  
 
Note that if Visits are used, we advise that the number of unnecessary On-Call visits is 
subtracted from a clinician’s totals.   
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Holiday and PTO   
 
In any Compensation System, Holiday and PTO (Paid Time Off) must be considered. Time off 
is key to sustainability as people need time to renew, find meaning, de-stress and do  things 
other than work. As a company, we should not demand every ounce of a person’s Life In fact, 
the work atmosphere should “give” Life. In SuperPay or even with any pure productivity-based 
compensation approach like Per-Visit or Average Visits Per Patient Per Week, Holiday and 
PTO should be factored in. It might be paying employees their “average weekly” pay for the 
last 6 or 12 months. I don’t know if I would do this if a person is only taking a day or two off. 
But for longer periods of time, it should be done.  Holiday and PTO pay is charged to the team 
they are on. That is, it is a cost of running a team.  
 
Regarding covering Holidays… no one wants to work them… unless they need or want the 
money. If you can put a holiday factor in, it would be good. A factor of 1.5 or 2 – something to 
motive the “few” that will work it.  
 
Vacations and time away need to be encouraged for multiple reasons, not the least of which is 
the need of people to recharge and take some time off to gain perspective. They also are 
needed so that an employee’s position can be objectively performed and reviewed by another 
person. This is a form of internal control. I have personally witnessed people that you would 
have never suspected of foul play or dishonest activities do some really bad things. The Fraud 
Triangle includes NEED. If a person has a need… a personal problem that is causing them 
great pain... and the OPPORTUNITY to relieve that pain (even short-term) exists, the 
likelihood of fraud is created. One time an AP clerk refused to take vacations. This went on for 
several years. She just wouldn’t take a break! Finally, a vacation was forced and it was 
discovered she had embezzled over $500,000 from the organization! She was probably 
viewed by others as a “very dedicated and hard worker.” Force vacations!      
 

The Danger of Payroll Accruals and Not Forcing Vacation/PTO Use 
 
The danger when accruing payroll liabilities lies in that they can increase substantially with little 
notice if employees are not forced to use their PTO and vacation time. This increase happens 
when you give a raise to an employee. Every time you do this, whatever time they have 
accumulated in the form of PTO or vacation must be paid at their current pay level! If the 
employee has A LOT of PTO or vacation, the raise that you just gave isn’t just costing you 
$200 more a week, it just cost you $8,000! If you force vacations and use of PTO, you lessen 
this to a great degree. 
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Getting Management Onboard  
 
You want your Management team to embrace and have confidence in your performance 
Compensation System. Why? Your Managers need to be able to “sell” their folks on the 
system! Therefore, they need to believe in the Compensation System and have confidence in it 
themselves before they can effectively convince others to embrace it. Always start a new 
Compensation System with your Management team involved. This is why the Management 
team is involved in the planning phase.   
 
Many times, you have to go no further than this group with your performance Compensation 
System to get a great result! However, it is better for everyone, Management as well as all 
staff, to get in on it at the same time! If everyone is in on the performance system, then the 
organization will behave more cohesively and as a natural system. Quite simply, management 
becomes easier when everyone is on the program.  

If a Manager is Responsible for Multiple Areas – Executive Management 
 
Managers of specific areas are quite easily tracked when it comes to performance and 
measurement.  If a leader is responsible for multiple areas, it is a matter of rolling up the 
performance of all of the areas and the results become the basis of the performance 
Compensation System. If a leader is responsible for multiple areas, then the leader gets his or 
her rewards from each area based on the results of each area. It is not based on the 
performance of all business segments combined for all Managers (except the CEO who is 
responsible for every area). If a leader is over Hospice Homecare, IPU and Palliative Care (-
2%) the Managers comp either has (1) a line for each area in his or her paycheck or (2) it is 
rolled up into one. How much? I think this has to be some type of formula or percentage.  
 
Example: If there are 3 Executive Managers, the CEO, VP of Operations, VP of Quality and 
Access – or whatever your titles are, it might look like this: 
 
Base Salary plus percentage of gain or surplus, say 10%. If this is a 50/50 model with 50% 
coming to the company, 10% would be an OK amount. The company’s 50% portion is already 
being reduced by about 10% for taxes, this 10% takes it down to 30%... which is OK in my 
book!  We are still getting a 14% profit PLUS 30% of the savings!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
An example of Executive Management performance compensation might look like this: 
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Why Does a Leader/Manager Need to Earn More? 
 
Managers have a huge responsibility for the direction of Energy and resources. A Manager is a 
“multiplier” and should be rewarded for stress of this responsibility. Consider what a Manager 
in Accountable for!    
       

 A Manager is responsible for operations, both quality and financial results   
 A Manager is responsible for upholding Standards and culture    
 A Manager is responsible for retaining Talent     
 A Manager is responsible for terminating the non-productive people or Culture 

Destroyers  
 And of course, doing the 1st Duty of Teaching and Coaching!   

 
A Manager needs to be compensated for this. A Manager is a special person who should have 
better personal and professional judgment than the people he or she leads. Top Managers are 
absolutely critical! When MVI is hired to build or become part of the management of an 
organization, we build it around the immediate supervisors/Managers. We must have Rock 
Stars and strength because of the 70% Principle!  Therefore, we “sexy up” the position of the 
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Clinical Manager with great pay, a great work atmosphere, and great support from Indirect 
areas! In fact, we want every clinician to “want” to become a Clinical Manager as a goal! 

What Happens when a Manager does not Meet the NPR% 
Standard? 
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Establishing Clear Standards 
 
When creating your Model, you are creating “Standards” which include financial as well as 
clinical Standards. The Model advises the use of Model Cards that are issued to every 
employee to remove any excuse that a person in the organization has for not knowing the 
Standards. Normally, the section of the Model Cards for clinical Standards looks like this: 
 
 

 
 
Note that there is a Minimum and an Excellent for each category. The Minimum is what needs 
to be done to keep your job. A minimum is a minimum for an FTE. The Excellent is where the 
performance pay comes into play. If a person meets or exceeds the Excellent measure, he or 
she receives additional pay. It may be $50, $100 or $200. It does not have to be a huge 
amount but it must be enough that it motivates. When establishing the Minimum and Excellent 
amounts it is extremely important to keep the gap between them minimal. Example: If you want 
Nurses to perform 22 visits a week as your Minimum, set the Excellent at 24… which is only 
modestly more. Why? You want this to be a motivator and not a de-motivator. If the gap 
between the Minimum and Excellent is too large, it will become a de-motivator. You want your 
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staff to say “I can do that! I can meet the excellent with a bit of work!” The Standards have to 
be sustainable over the long-term, like a decade! You don’t want to be changing the Standards 
and jerking people around by ratcheting up the Standards annually. This type of system helps 
reward clinicians when they are working hard, especially when census is high or is growing 
rapidly.  
 
I would advise a Hospice to select a Standard or Standards that incorporate both caseloads 
and visits for all disciplines except for perhaps Hospice Aides. However, even this position 
could be done the same way! 
  

Quality Measures 
 
All of this is good for the financial Standards, but what about the Quality Standards? Here is 
what we would advise: 
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There are 3 Quality Standards of great concern for a Hospice, (1) Documentation (2) 
Productivity and (3) Patient/Family Satisfaction (which could be reduced to the alleviation of 
pain and suffering). All three would be part of an ideal Compensation System. However, if you 
can just get Documentation and Productivity you are still in a better place than any traditional 
pay system!!! 
 
Rather than having tons of quality measures for disciplines, use the SAME ones for all 
clinicians. Yes, for the Productivity Standard you may use Caseloads for Nurses and Social 
Work and Visits for Hospice Aides or LPNs, but the Quality Standards may be the same. You 
want to make it EASY! Easy for clinicians to remember and easy for you to administer!  
 

1. Documentation is the very basis of our existence. It is the only practical way to 
orchestrate a coordinated, coherent interdisciplinary experience. We would use a 
written chart to common-ize this communication even if we weren’t paid a dime for it! So 
this is the first and most important reason. The second reason for documentation is it IS 
how we get paid! Documentation needs to be perfect and at 100% of the Standards on 
a day-to-day basis. Anything less than 100% is not acceptable. And this is doable. If you 
set your Standard at 90% your Hospice is going to be in trouble as even a 10% 
knowledge deficit results in an exponentially high screw-up rate when multiplied by the 
number of employees at your organization!  

 
2. Productivity is an objective measurement in the concrete world. It is needed to gain 

perspective. What is being done which we can perceptively see impacting the world? 
Normally this is denominated in Caseloads, Visits, Time, etc.  
 

3. Patient/Family Satisfaction/Pain/Confidence Scores should be the primary driver of 
our Hospice business. We want people to be happy with our services and products. 
Happiness is a FEELING. The only thing a person will remember ultimately is how he or 
she FELT! The measurement of all things relating to FEELINGS and emotional Energy 
are subjective. But we should not be troubled by this as if we consistently measure the 
subjective it become increasingly objective! CAHPS gives a Hospice some insight, but it 
is a bit dated when it gets back to a Hospice. However, the measurement of pain is in 
nearly every EMR!  Therefore, this is the Quality Standard we recommend. There are 
also newer technologies and apps where patients and families can give almost 
immediate feedback for things such as pain and their happiness with the experience 
they are receiving. Many Hospices have or are developing these apps. Why not use 
these Quality Measures before every payroll run to evaluate clinicians’ performance?   

 
If ANY clinician does not meet the Quality Standards, any performance compensation as well 
as Standards Pay is not given. People have to FEEL the sting of not meeting Standards. This 
helps to ensure Accountability. 
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What about Quality Measures for Managers of Clinical Teams?  
 
Clinical Teams would involve a slight calculation based on the overall performance of their 
teams. If 100% is the Standard, then the only way to get 100% of their performance pay is for 
all of their teams to meet 100% of the Standard. What if one or more team members do not 
meet the Standards? Then the performance pay can be modified either by direct proportion or 
some weighted proportion. Example: if 10% of your staff do not meet Standard, then your 
performance pay is reduced by 50% - a factor of 5:1. This means that if 20% of a clinical 
leader’s team is not at Standard, then 100% of the performance pay is revoked.  
 

 
 
The sting of not meeting the Standards must be felt to be taken seriously.  
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Quality Scores for Indirect Areas 
 
Indirect Teams could be done simply as follows: 
 

 
 
On a scale from 1-10 (using a tool like Survey Monkey), all clinical Managers score Indirect 
areas on their overall satisfaction with the area. Any average score less than a 7 would 
constitute a revocation of the Team’s and Leader’s performance pay. Does this sound harsh? 
In the MVI playbook,  
 

Indirect areas live to serve the Clinical Manager. 
 
Why is this? Isn’t our purpose to serve patients and families? Yes. However, all clinicians at 
the front lines of care take their behavioral cues from their immediate leader. Clinical Managers 
REPLICATE what they are and influence clinical practice more than anything or anyone else. If 
Clinical Managers are not served well, it harms what they are able to do with their teams. The 
job of Indirect areas is to serve the Clinical Managers by making it easier to do their 
demanding jobs, including the 1st Duty which is to develop or teach the people they lead. If 
they are given untimely, difficult to use and inaccurate reports from Finance, a disservice is 
being done.  
 

What we want is a service culture! 
 
If IT is not responsive, Clinical Managers have a voice. If HR is not providing great candidates 
that fit the culture, Clinical Managers have a voice. If new staff are not being trained well during 
the on-boarding process, Clinical Managers have a voice.  
 
An exception might be Compliance as this is a critical watchdog function. You want this area to 
be as objective as it can be. So Compliance might be excluded from this system. There may 
be a way to do this area, but we have not seen it… yet!  
 
Team members within Indirect areas of course will receive the Team component of 
performance pay. This is probably sufficient. However, if needed, other measures can be 
created to foster the behaviors you want. But if it is complicated, it will probably fail. 

Indirect Labor - A simple and effective system that fosters a culture of service.
Administration Overall Satisfaction Score Rating (1-10) from Clinical Leaders
Clinical Management Overall Satisfaction Score Rating (1-10) from Clinical Leaders
Finance Overall Satisfaction Score Rating (1-10) from Clinical Leaders
HR Overall Satisfaction Score Rating (1-10) from Clinical Leaders
IT Overall Satisfaction Score Rating (1-10) from Clinical Leaders
Marketing Overall Satisfaction Score Rating (1-10) from Clinical Leaders
Education Overall Satisfaction Score Rating (1-10) from Clinical Leaders
Compliance/PI Overall Satisfaction Score Rating (1-10) from Clinical Leaders
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So with this simple approach, Managers as well as individuals are incentivized. Of course, if 
quality factors or other performance measures are not met, you could have performance 
compensation withheld or reduced as needed. Using a Finance example, if AR (Accounts 
Receivable) is beyond 48 days or if financial reports are not accurately completed by the 24 th 
of the month for the prior period, no bonus!   
 

Detailed Performance Standards/Elements for Indirect Areas 
 
Indirects are always the most difficult due to few people doing many different tasks, unlike the 
classical Hospice clinical disciplines like nurses, SW and Aides.  
 

 
 
Many of these may already be tracked in your system. The fact that people are being paid to 
do a job normally means that “some” level of work or performance is expected. To me, it is 
important NOT to overcomplicate Compensation Systems. Determine the primary function of a 
job and try to make it as objective (and automated) as possible.  
 

Indirect Positions - These should already be in job descriptions. 
CEO/Executive Director Chief Education Officer! A walking billboard of Vision and Confidence. Scored by Quality, Profitability and Growth.
Executive Assistant Based on the assessment of the CEO (1) ability to anticipate (2) communication skills (3) Scores from leadership team.
Chief Clinical Officer/Primary Clinical LeaderBased on Overall Quality, Profitability and Scores from Clinical Leaders and Leadership Team 
COO Based on Overall Quality, Profitability and Scores from Clinical Leaders and Leadership Team 
CFO Overall Satisfaction Scores of Clinical Leaders and Management Team
Staff Accountant Satisfaction Level of Clinical Leaders & CFO
Billing Supervisor Days in AR-Quality of Billing Function
Biller Days in AR - Adjusted for ADRs
Accounts Payable Days in Payables
Payroll Clerk Accuracy of Payroll-# of Reported Errors Errors in Payroll impact morale
Data Entry Position # of Errors
Chief Medical Officer (1) Documentation, including 180 Recerts, (2) Education & Outreach contacts, (3) Calls to Patients and (4) Visits
Medical Director (1) Documentation, including 180 Recerts, (2) Education & Outreach contacts, (3) Calls to Patients and (4) Visits
Clinical Team Leader/PCC Based on Documentation, Live Patient Scores and Confidence Scores
Quality Improvement Leader (VP, Director)Same as Education or People Development
Quality Improvement Staff Scores from Audits
Compliance Officer # of Deficiencies, Independent Review of Compliance
Director of Education (VP, Leader)Level of Confidence of Staff via Mental and Synthetic Testing
Staff Educator Level of Confidence of Staff via Mental and Synthetic Testing
Bereavement Leader (VP, Director, Supervisor)Overall Level of Confidence of Staff - Appreciation Scores 1-10
Bereavement Staff Appreciation Scores 1-10, Contact with All Bereaved on a predictable and effective frequencyWith our innovative methods, often grief is vastly minimized
Volunteer Coordinator Leader (VP, Director, Supervisor)Overall Number of Patient-Care Volunteer Hours and All Volunteer Hours
Volunteer Coordinator Number of Patient-Care Volunteer Hours and All Volunteer Hours
Marketing Leader (VP, Director)Overall Number of Admissions 
Marketers Number of Admissions 
HR Leader (VP, Director) Satisfaction Level of Clinical Leaders and ALL other areas
HR Staff Satisfaction Level of Clinical Leaders and ALL other areas
IT Leader (VP, Director) Satisfaction Level of Clinical Leaders and ALL other areas
IT Staff Position Satisfaction Level of Clinical Leaders and ALL other areas
Development Leader (VP, Supervisor)Development Return Ratio
Development Staff Development Return Ratio
Medical Records Leader (Supervisor, Director)Satisfaction Level of Clinical Leaders
Medical Records Staff Satisfaction Level of Clinical Leaders
Staff Physician (1) Documentation, including 180 Recerts, (2) Education & Outreach contacts, (3) Calls to Patients and (4) Visits
Receptionist Scores from Audit Calls
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This seems like a lot of work! 
 
It really isn’t that much more work as much of this can be automated. But it involves more than 
just cutting salary checks. If you deem that you are getter greater productivity and financial 
results, but it creates more work, why not hire 1 additional FTE in the Finance, HR or 
Compliance area to administer the performance pay system? It would seem like a good ROI. 
Compliance makes good sense since it is supposed to be an objective area. 
 

Accounting/Monitoring 
 
Compliance – Documentation 
 

1. Sample charts to a 90th confidence interval 
2. With ANY deficiencies, an email is sent directing the person to a Documentation Self-

Learning Module. (Within 5 days, check to see if Self-Learning Module has been 
completed) 

3. No bonus if documentation is not at 100%. 
 
Calculation of Performance Pay 
 

1. Run (get) quality measures (Revenue & Expense Report/Custom Reports) and update 
Performance Report 

2. Run Performance Pay Report (make sure the report and compensation template match) 
3. If financial measure is met, then determine if quality measure is met 
4. Import to Payroll system 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


